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E N D - T O - E N D  S E C U R I T Y ,  A L L  I N  O N E  P L A C E .

We’re your one-stop-shop for 
award-winning HD video 
surveillance and access control 
solutions – from servers to 
cameras to door readers. 

Empower your security teams 
with industry leading technology 
and software designed 
specifically for the IT professional.

Video surveillance with unparalleled image detail
Avigilon’s High-Definition Stream ManagementTM (HDSMTM) technology 
preserves complete image integrity through visually lossless compression, 
while intelligently managing bandwidth and storage. When you couple 
it with the broadest range of megapixel cameras in the industry, you get 
superior image quality and maximum coverage.

• A system that’s smart, intuitive and easy to use. 
Find scene changes, missing objects and events with Avigilon Control 
Center - the industry’s quickest high-definition video search.

• Our system gets along with everyone. 
Designed with openness in mind, Avigilon Control Center recognizes 
any Avigilon or third-party IP camera and works seamlessly with your 
access control, intercom, external alarms or POS systems.

• Scale up. Our system grows with you. 
You can add camera after camera with almost no increase in 
bandwidth, servers or hardware.

Unparalleled image detail. Unrivaled value.
Reduce your costs with an Avigilon high-definition surveillance system. 
No annual software licensing fees. Free 24/7 technical support. Replace 
countless VGA cameras with one Avigilon high-definition camera. And 
reduce training time with our easy-to-use system.

All of Avigilon’s security 
solutions are built on an open 
platform, which allows them 
to easily integrate with your 
existing security systems and 
technology.

Avigilon’s access control 
solutions are designed 
to support open field 
hardware from other leading 
manufacturers, enabling you 
make the most of any past 
security investments and avoid 
licensing fees.
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Access control you can use whenever, wherever.
Our Access Control Manager software is browser based, enabling you 
to manage employee credentials and access anytime, anywhere. Any 
workstation with an Internet connection can become your center for 
access control.

Seamless integration with your existing IT systems
Avigilon Access Control Manager seamlessly integrates with Active 
Directory, HR databases and any other IT and logical security systems.

• Setup in minutes. 
Thanks to our pre-configured server, our access control solutions take 
only minutes to install. You’ll never have to suffer through the time-
draining task of installing software on multiple workstations.

• Your hardware, our system. 
Our access control management solutions support open field hardware 
from various leading manufacturers such as Mercury Security and HID. 
When you couple this with our retrofit programs, it enables you to 
leverage any past hardware installations, so your legacy investments 
don’t go to waste.

• You’re never caught off guard. 
Hot-standby/auto-failover is always at the ready through our 
cloud based server architecture, switching to your backup system 
automatically in the event of a fatal failure. This saves you from costly 
redundancies, and lets you keep business, business-as-usual.

• When you grow, we grow. 
Avigilon Access Control Manager allows you to scale up or down based 
on your business’s growth. Because our solutions are open and web-
based, they also allow you to scale with the lowest cost of ownership.

Scalable security solutions – designed with tomorrow’s growth 
in mind.
Your security needs today won’t be the same tomorrow. Whether you 
suddenly need to add additional buildings, doors or HD cameras, all 
of Avigilon’s security solutions are built to grow right alongside your 
business. Our powerful Avigilon Control Center (ACC) is capable of 
managing an unlimited amount of HD or analog cameras. Avigilon Access 
Control Manager also enables you to add multiple offices, buildings or 
locations and manage them from any web browser.

Avigilon’s video and access 
control software are 
designed with intuitive, easy 
to use interfaces at their 
heart. Our Avigilon Control 
Center (ACC) offers you the 
industry’s simplest interface 
for managing video. 

ACC puts you in the driver’s 
seat, giving you complete 
control of video playback. 
Combine this with Avigilon 
Access Control Manager, 
which is accessible 
anywhere, anytime. You’re 
never tied to a particular 
location or workstation.


